III-V Around III-Vs by unknown
The best entrant for the Hazardous Material
Data Sheet clearly proves that only men
understand ‘man’ and are willing to turn the
joke on both sexes! 
Dr.Sergei Chikichev is senior member of sci
staff at the Institute of Semiconductor Physics
of the Siberian branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences and Association and
Professor (& VC) at the Department of Semi-
conductor Physics, Physical Faculty of the
Novosibirsk State University He wins both
the laughter and the small book prize! 
As would the author of this belatedly
received seasons greeting!
“Please accept with no obligation, implied
or implicit, my best wishes for an environ-
mentally conscious, socially responsible,
low stress, non-addictive, gender neutral cel-
ebration of the winter solstice holiday, prac-
ticed within the most enjoyable traditions of
the religious persuasion of your choice, or
secular practices of your choice, with
respect for the religious/secular persuasions
and/or traditions of others, or their choice
not to practice religious or secular traditions
at all... 
A fiscally successful, personally fulfilling,
and medically uncomplicated recognition
of the onset of the generally accepted cal-
endar year 2004, but not without due
respect for the calendars of choice of other
cultures whose contributions to society
have helped make Australia great, (not to
imply that Australia is necessarily greater
than any other country), and without
regard to the race, creed, colour, age,
physical ability, religious faith, choice of
computer platform, or sexual preference of
the wishee.
(By accepting this greeting, you are accept-
ing these terms. This greeting is subject to
clarification or withdrawal. It is freely trans-
ferable with no alteration to the original
greeting. It implies no promise by the wish-
er to actually implement any of the wishes
for her/himself or others, and is void
where prohibited by law, and is revocable
at the sole discretion of the wisher. This
wish is warranted to perform as expected
within the usual application of good tidings
for a period of one year, or until the
issuance of a subsequent holiday greeting,
whichever comes first, and warranty is lim-
ited to replacement of this wish or issuance
of a new wish at the sole discretion of the
wisher.) 
Robotic niche for LEDs
Around III-Vs has discovered a really niche
market - robotics for LEDs and as robots
are a growth sector, it augers well. NEC
Multimedia Research Labs’ first ‘personal
R100’ emerged July 1997. Its descendant,
PaPeRo appeared January ‘01. By ‘03
detection-based feedback, smarter with
more knowledge from the Internet, a
behaviour model character with better
interaction based on the evolution of 
mutual understanding was in place. 
NEC installed 50,000 Japanese and
25,000 English travel/tourism related
words that enable automatic Japanese-
English/English-Japanese conversations in
the small robot and which has also upped
its compound semiconductor shopping list.
Height of 385mm by width of 245 mm
NEC's PaPeRo spec indicate this character
has 21 LEDs - 8 in the eyes, 9 in mouth
and 2 each in cheeks and ears. PaPeRo
has a remote control signal transmitter for
video and audio output to TV, and an
internet access wireless modem connec-
tion. Equally intriguing are eyes equipped
with 2 CCD cameras: ears 3 microphones
for sound direction detection, and a uni-
directional microphone for speech recogni-
tion. Then there's the hefty sensor list! A
patting sensor switch and a stroking sensor
identifies a tap, press or stroke on the
head. Five ultrasonic sensors around the
body (front: 3, rear: 2) and a floor sensor
are for detecting holes, while a lift sensor
handles being lifted. 
http://www. incx. nec.
co.jp/robot/robotcenter _e.html
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Around III-Vs
Dr Sergei Chikichev wins the ‘small book’ prize
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS DATA SHEET
ELEMENT: Man
SYMBOL: 
CREATOR: God
SUB-CREATOR: Eve
ATOMIC MASS:  Averaged about 80kg, but can suddenly  
 increase by up to 3kg after pub visiting
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
1. If genuine, must be angry, stinky and hairy
2. Is highly explosive being intimately mixed with another  
 hazardous element called "woman"
3. As a rule, reproduces his worst features in the  
 next generation
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
1. Can absorb an enormous amount of  C2H5OH
2. Is very good after incorporation of beef-steak done   
 (or half-done) by beloved element called "woman"
3. Most stupid and dangerous at night
COMMON USE
1. If dried from C2H5OH is good for everything
2. Usually as a mighty horse for carrying a weighty  
 family cart
3. Infrequently, as external and/or internal heater in  
 the bed
HAZARDS
1. Very sexual 24 hours a day
2. Continuously creates problems for himself and  
 environment
3. Can be extremely aggressive when dried from C2H5OH  
 and not mediated by the syrup from home-made  
 salted cucumbers
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